Abstract

Background: Bullying and violence are problems of aggression in adolescents. Healthy lifestyle practices are common health promotion approaches in school settings; however, their association with aggressive behaviours in school going adolescents is less explored.

Aims: This study examined the associations of healthy lifestyle behaviours including good hygiene, physical activity, recommended diet and refrainment from tobacco use with bully victimization and violence among adolescents.

Methods: Data were obtained from the Global School Health Survey conducted in Pakistan (2009). The study population consisted of school going adolescents aged 13 to 15 years. We constructed our final dataset using information from 4102 participants. Association of healthy lifestyle behaviours with bully victimization and violence experience were assessed using multivariate logistic regression.

Results: Results indicate lower odds of being bullied (good hygiene: OR = 0.62, 95%CI 0.50-0.76, P <0.001; physical activity: OR=0.55, 95%CI 0.40-0.75, P <0.001; abstinence from tobacco: OR=0.43, 95%CI 0.30-0.63, P <0.001) and lower odds of violence (good hygiene: OR=0.68, 95%CI 0.55-0.84, P <0.001; physical activity: OR=0.55, 95%CI 0.43-0.71, P <0.001; abstinence from tobacco: OR=0.48, 95%CI 0.32-0.72, P <0.001), after controlling for
Conclusions: Our study supports the significance of healthy lifestyle as a preventive measure against victimization. Anti-bullying programmes focusing on social-emotional skill development may also consider promotion of healthy lifestyle behaviours among adolescents, aiming at reducing victimization and its related consequences.
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Introduction

Bullying is referred to as a specific type of aggression, where a bully victimizes a less powerful individual either by direct physical aggression or verbal abuse and public humiliation. Violence, a form of externalizing behaviours of bullies, is an intentional use of physical force or power against another person with a high possibility of injury (1). Boys are more commonly found to be victims of direct physical aggression, while girls are mostly targeted through indirect forms of bullying such as name-calling, threats, spreading rumours and shunning (2,3). Moreover, negative physical and psychological consequences are also reported in adolescents including lower self-efficacy, involvement in anti-social behaviour and low educational attainment (4). In an international survey, 15,686 adolescents reported higher frequency of males than females to be both perpetrators and targets of bullying and experiencing bullying was associated with poorer psychosocial adjustments (5). Nearly 50% of adolescents have experienced bully victimization in low- and middle-income countries including Pakistan, emphasizing the need to explore the determinants associated with bullying behaviour among this age group. A recent study among school children of six graders reported that 46.4% of girls vs. 72.6% boys were
Adolescence is an important period for health promotion initiatives since key behaviour patterns and lifestyle that influence lifelong health usually originate in this period (7). These behaviours include healthy eating habits, hygienic practices, physical activity and abstinence from health risk behaviours like smoking and substance use (8–14), while adopting unhealthy lifestyle poses a substantial risk to health. Low physical activity as well as reduced fruits and vegetables intake is considered to be responsible for growing childhood obesity which in turn has been linked with bully victimization (10,11). A behavioural study of 5749 Canadian boys and girls reported higher odds of peer victimization among overweight and obese adolescents. Similarly, risk taking behaviours in adolescence have been identified as important determinants of bullying or violence among adolescents (12–14).

Prior research has examined the relationship between bully victimization and a limited range of mental health risk behaviours in Pakistani adolescents. Poor school performance has also been significantly associated with violence-related behaviours, i.e. verbal abuse, physical fighting and bullying (15). Similarly, there is limited literature on violence among children. However, the literature is mostly focused on the qualitative analysis of macro risk factors, such as illiteracy, large family size, poverty, poor legal protection, witnessing domestic violence and unemployment, which creates an enabling environment for violent behaviour among children (16). Healthy lifestyle and risk behaviours in relation to bully victimization and violence have been less plentiful. Although child abuse can be defined universally, yet the diverse types of abuse, their existence in different societies, and more importantly interventions for its prevention and control, need to focus on the specific cultural contexts within each country.

In this context the identification of health risk behaviours and their association with bully victimization may explicitly help to improve preventive strategies in reducing the risk of bully victimization and violence among adolescents in low- and middle-income countries in general and Pakistan in particular. Thus, the current study aimed to examine the associations of healthy lifestyle behaviours including recommended diet, good hygiene, physical activity and no tobacco use with bully victimization and violence among adolescents in Pakistan by using the Global School-Based Student Health Survey (GSHS).

**Methods**

This study is based on secondary analysis of national data from GSHS conducted in Pakistan (2009). GSHS is a collaborative surveillance project of the World Health Organization (WHO) and Centers of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). It is a standardized school based survey targeting students aged 13–15 years with the purpose to monitor the prevalence of health risk
behaviours and protective factors. GSHS has a common school-based methodology to gauge and observe risk and protective factors among students in many countries. Pakistan GSHS comprises of mental health, physical activity, dietary behaviours, protective factors, hygiene, tobacco use, and violence sections. The students were selected by multistage cluster sampling. A total of 5192 students participated with an overall response rate of 76%.


**Materials and measures**

Sex and age (in years) of the participants were included as documented in the survey, while socioeconomic status (SES) was derived from the question; “During the past 30 days, how often did you go hungry because there was not enough food in your home?” (Response options: “never” to “rarely” as ‘average’ and “sometimes” to “always” as ‘below average’) (17). We used ‘Hunger’ as a proxy variable for SES as no other variable on SES was available in GSHS. The use of hunger as an indicator of SES accords with earlier studies (18). The motivation for inclusion of this variable was to consider the relative effects of poverty on risk of bullying and violence. The body mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight (Kgs)/height (m2). It was categorized according to WHO standard BMI percentiles for children. The following protective measures were included: close friends: “How many close friends do you have?” (Recoded: 0 as ‘no’ and 1 to ≥3 as ‘yes’), parental check: “During the past 30 days, how often did your parents or guardians really know what you were doing with your free time?” (Recoded: “never” to “rarely” as ‘no’ and “sometimes” to “always” as ‘yes’) (19) and parental understanding: “During the past 30 days, how often did your parents or guardians understand your problems and worries?” (Recoded: “never” to “rarely” as ‘no’ and “sometimes” to “always” as ‘yes’).

**Healthy lifestyle behaviours**

Healthy lifestyle behaviours were defined as a combination of recommended diet, good hygienic practices, physical activity and no tobacco use, based on literature (20). All four behaviours were measured and recorded as dichotomous variables.

Dietary practices were determined by daily consumption of fruits and vegetables based on WHO recommendations. The following two questions were included. Vegetable consumption: “During the past 30 days, how many times per day did you usually eat vegetables?”; Fruit consumption: “During the past 30 days, how many times per day did you usually eat fruit, such as bananas, apples, oranges, melon, guava, mango, or peaches?” WHO recommended diet comprising of two or more servings of fruit and three or more servings of vegetables per day.
was classified as good nutrition and anything under the stated values as poor nutrition (21). Hygienic practices were categorized as ‘poor’ hygiene and ‘good’ hygiene according to the practices of brushing teeth, washing hands and using soap based on the following four questions: “During the past 30 days, how many times per day you usually clean or brush your teeth?”, “During the past 30 days, how often did you wash your hands before eating?”, “During the past 30 days, how often did you wash hands after using the toilet or latrine?” and “During the past 30 days, how often did you use soap when washing hands?” (22). Physical activity was evaluated as “How much time do you spend during a typical or usual day sitting and watching television, playing computer games, talking with friends, or doing other sitting activities such as playing board games or cards?” Being ‘active’ was categorized as those who were inactive for less than two hours /day (23). Tobacco use comprised of both smoked and smokeless tobacco and was measured as follows: smoking as “During the past 30 days, on how many days did you smoke cigarettes?” (Recoded: 0 days as ‘no’ whereas >1–30 days as ‘yes’) and other tobacco usage as “During the past 30 days, on how many days did you use hukka, bidi, niswar, shisha, or main puri ?” (a pasty material made of crushed tobacco, beetle nut, and catechu) (Recoded: 0 days as no whereas >1–30 days as ‘yes’) (24).

**Outcome measures**

Bully victimization and violence were the main focus of our study. Students were classified as bully victims if they responded to the question “During the past 30 days, on how many days were you bullied?” with any answer greater than three days as ‘being frequently bullied’(5) and at least on one day as ‘being bullied. By definition, ‘being frequently bullied’ is included in ‘being bullied’ whereas, those who were ‘not ever being bullied’ were categorized as ‘not being bullied’ (20). Violence was measured as “During the past 12 months, how many times were you in a physical fight?” (Recoded: 0 times as no whereas ≥1 as ‘yes’) (13).

**Statistical analyses**

Analyses were conducted using SAS version 9.1.3. We opted to use complex survey data analysis for multistage cluster sampling design used in GSHS. Weight, stratum, and Primary Sampling Units (PSU) were used. We used Chi square tests to determine the statistical significance of the relation between the outcome variables; ‘being bullied’ and ‘violence’ and relevant explanatory variables obtained from the literature including age, sex, SES, BMI, having close friends, parental understanding, parental check, and healthy lifestyle behaviours (14,17,20,23–25). Binary logistic regression analyses (univariate and multivariate) were conducted to estimate association between relevant predictor variables and being bullied and violence. The study sample included 5192 school going adolescents of Pakistan. We constructed the final dataset using information from 4102 participants, after excluding 1090 participants due to missing data on the variables selected for this study. Preliminary analysis demonstrated no difference in baseline characteristics of the missing group.

**Results**
The final analysis was conducted on 59.8% (3041) boys and 40.2% (1061) girls, aged 11–16 years or older. Table 1 shows the prevalence of being bullied and violence, and their association with healthy lifestyle behaviours, sociodemographics, and other potential factors. We observed frequency of being bullied among boys to be 44.5% and violence 46.5%, whereas among girls it was 35.6% and 22.1% respectively. 26.1% (1096) school children were ever bullied, whereas 14.8% (657) were frequently bullied and 36.7% (1654) adolescents were victims of violence.

Healthy lifestyle behaviours such as good hygienic practices (P < 0.001), physical activity (P < 0.001), and no tobacco use (P < 0.001) were negatively associated with being bullied and violence. Below average SES (P < 0.001) and parental understanding (P = 0.012) were also significantly associated with being bullied. In addition below average SES (P = 0.020), sex (P < 0.001), and parental understanding (P < 0.001) were also significantly associated with violence.

Univariate logistic regression revealed that adolescents practicing healthy lifestyle behaviours such as good hygiene, physical activity and no tobacco use were significantly less likely to be victims of bully and violence. In contrast, adolescents belonging to below average SES inferred higher odds for both being bullied (OR=1.58, 95% CI: 1.20–2.08, P value < 0.001) and violence (OR=1.44, 95% CI: 1.04–2.00, P = 0.026). Female respondents (OR=0.32, 95% CI: 0.22–0.46, P < 0.001) were significantly less likely to be victim of violence as compared to their male counterparts. High parental understanding showed significant lower odds of being bullied (OR=0.76, 95% CI: 0.61–0.95, P = 0.015) and violence (OR=0.71, 95% CI: 0.60–0.84, P < 0.001) (Table 2).

On multivariate analysis (Table 3) a slight difference in odds ratio was observed for all the factors that were significant in the univariate analysis. Analyses of healthy lifestyle behaviour showed that good hygienic practices (OR=0.62, 95% CI: 0.50–0.76, P < 0.001); physically active lifestyle (OR=0.55, 95% CI: 0.40–0.75, P < 0.001) and no tobacco use (OR=0.43, 95% CI: 0.30–0.63, P < 0.001) were less likely to be bullied; a similar association was noted for victims of violence. Furthermore, results showed higher odds (OR=1.48, 95% CI: 1.14–1.93, P = 0.003) of being bullied for adolescents belonging to below average SES. Female adolescents (OR=0.37, 95% CI: 0.25–0.54, P < 0.001) as compared to males had statistically significant lower odds of being victims of violence after adjustment for multiple covariates.

Discussion

Adolescents, who had good hygienic behaviour, were physically active and non-tobacco users were less likely to be victims of bullying and violence. These associations remained significant after controlling for potential confounding factors. The overall prevalence of violence among
school children in Pakistan was found to be 36.7% and that of being bullied 40.9%, of which 15% were frequently bullied. Previously published studies on bullying among school children in low- and middle-income countries found considerable variations in bullying prevalence ranging from 7.8% in Tajikistan to 60.9% in Zambia with an average of 34.2% (5,20). We also observed that boys faced remarkably higher bully and violence problems than girls and this finding remained fairly comparable with previous evidence (59% and 39% among boys and girls respectively) (20). The male predominance in physical violence compared to females is not surprising (26). In Pakistan, a study conducted among younger adolescents found that boys are heavily socialized in the norms, morals and values of rigid masculinity (27). Another study concluded that sex discrimination in parental practices when disciplining children is common and parents teach girls to be submissive (28).

We observed a lower risk of bully victimization and violence among adolescents who do not use tobacco. This indicates that even adaptation of smoking behaviour by youngsters does not decrease their risk of bully victimization (29). One possibility could be that this behaviour might not be accepted by fellow students, thus subjecting smokers to bullying. In contrast, it is also possible that bully victimization might have led the victims to smoking, since earlier studies have reported a positive association between being bullied and tobacco smoking (5). In Pakistan's patriarchal culture, children's food and shelter are considered a priority over risky behaviours, which are often overlooked. Our study also revealed lower odds of bully victimization and violence among adolescents practicing good hygienic practices. There is some suggestion in an earlier study that adolescents who do not follow good hygienic practices might suffer from stigmatization by peers, subjecting them to social rejection, which may also lead to psychosocial issues including anxiety, depression and even violent behaviour (30).

Benefits of a physically active lifestyle are advocated throughout the literature and this study reinforces the significance of an active lifestyle. Our results showed that the risk of being bullied and violence was 45% lower in children who are physically active. Thus, it can be perceived that physical activity infers a protective mechanism against victimization. Active children are physically fit and thus may protect themselves against bullying and violence (20).

It has been established that overweight and obese children are more likely to be victimized (11,25). Turagabeci et al. examined the association of bullying and violence with diet, and reported that adolescents following a diet with low intake of fruits and vegetables were at an increased risk of being bullied and encountering violence (20). However, our study found a non-significant association, which could partly be explained by the fact that majority of adolescents’ actual dietary intake does not match the recommended daily allowances of fruits and vegetables, and perhaps partly by food insecurity (31).
Although our focus was not to explore food and vegetable intake among adolescents, we found an alarming percentage of adolescents who do not consume the recommended diet. Thus, the current scenario calls for in-depth understanding to improve the initiatives for nutritional guidelines and their application to adolescent population. This finding in Pakistan should serve as a warning sign for researchers to find the possible barriers to a recommended intake of fruit and vegetables among school adolescents.

Evidence suggests discrimination based on social markers. Children from marginalized groups are often more vulnerable to violence, both physical and psychological, than other children. South Asia is a deeply hierarchical society where children face discrimination based on ethnicity, religion and socio-economic status. In line with previous work, we found that children belonging to lower SES settings were more often bullied and experienced violence (32).

Children and adolescents may experience violence and bullying both at home and at school and in the real and virtual worlds. Those involved in bullying can be both victims and perpetrators. It is of essential importance for further research to focus on the interplay between healthy lifestyle, risk behaviours and the evolution of phenomena such as bully victimization and violence among adolescents.

GSHS used a validated and standardized questionnaire; cross-country comparisons are also possible in future. This is the first large nationally representative population-based study conducted in Pakistan that has examined significant negative associations of healthy lifestyle behaviours with bullying and violence victimization. Our findings will hopefully advance the current understanding of healthy lifestyle behaviours and bullying problems among adolescents in low- and middle-income countries, especially in the South Asian region. Our observation that 94% adolescents do not consume the recommended daily allowance of fruit and vegetables may be of interest to nutritional researchers developing interventions for promoting healthy eating behaviours among adolescents.

Limitations

The school enrolment rate in Pakistan is only 35% (33) and since the data were collected from adolescents enrolled in schools, therefore the findings of our study may not be applicable to adolescents not attending school. All the data were self-reported by the students, which may subject to reporting bias. Moreover, the true prevalence of smoking among adolescents is likely to be overestimated since the current measure of cigarette smoking used does not distinguish between regular or experimental smokers. Due to the cross-sectional nature of the study, it is not possible to determine whether these factors are the determinants of being bullied or the consequences of it. Moreover, there are no questions in the survey that assessed both
dependent and independent variables of the study in the same time frame. Therefore, we considered behaviour over the past 30 days as a proxy for behaviours over the previous year, assuming that behaviours adapted by children in the past reflect a more habitual behaviour developed over a period of time.

**Conclusion**

This study indicates that adapting healthy lifestyle behaviour may decrease bully victimization and violence among adolescents. The lower odds of victimization with physical activity and good hygienic practices demonstrate the health benefiting ability of such behaviours as compared to health compromising behaviours like smoking. Our study provides a general understanding of how different lifestyle domains are associated with bully victimization and violence among school going adolescents. However, a more holistic approach including social and emotional aspects of bullying behaviour is required in order to address this multifaceted issue.
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